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QUESTION 1: PATTERNED CAMOUFLAGE

(17 MARKS)

Natural selection is often considered as the key to why organisms shift and change overtime.
Within all animal populations individuals possess varying traits, some of these traits allow
individuals to survive better than others, thus leading to those individuals being more likely to
survive. Hence, as a result the more successful traits get passed to future individuals, and
the trait moves from a few individuals to many.
One of the most observable traits is an animal’s appearance and their camouflage or
patterns. A popular example is that of the peppered moth. The moth was most prominent in
England and was carefully observed over the industrial revolution. Before the industrial
revolution there were two types of moth observed.

Black moth

Light coloured moth

The light coloured moth before the industrial revolution was observed to be 99.99% more
frequent than the black moth. However, during the industrial revolution by the mid 1890's, in
highly industrial towns such as Manchester and Birmingham the prevalence of the black
moth was 98% whilst in non-industrial areas such as Dorset the original trend of the light
coloured moth remained the same.
In more recent years as cities have become cleaner the dark moth colour has begun to
significantly reduce as well.
The moth's main predators were birds who used sight to determine where the moths were
located.
a) Using the above information explain why the prevalence of the black moth increased
and subsequently decreased in these industrialised areas.

6 MARKS
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This pattern of evolution is wide spread across the
animal kingdom. Explain why the following animals
have evolved given the conditions provided.
In Florida the native green lizards known as green
anoles typically occupied the lower branches and
trunks of trees. When the invasive brown lizards
moved into their habitats the green lizards had two
distinct changes; the first was that their toepads
grew and their scales got stickier and then they
moved further up the trees, where branches were
thinner and smoother.
b) Explain why the lizards would have had to move further up trees and then how the
two evolutionary changes would have allowed them to move further up the tree.

5 MARKS
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A house mouse in Germany has been discovered to hold immunity to Warfarin which is a
type of poison typically used to fight infestations.
c) Why would this evolution be considered an advantage over other similar mice?

6 MARKS
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QUESTION 2: A PATTERN OF USAGE

(12 MARKS)

Patterns are crucial throughout science to predict changes in environments and their impact
on other systems. One of the most common patterns that are used to ensure efficient output
of energy, are hourly energy consumption patterns. These are vital to ensuring that there is
limited wastage of generated energy and that enough energy is being generated as required
by consumers.
CSIRO conducted research into the average hourly energy consumption of electricity by
households which is shown below.

a) Explain why this pattern of energy usage is observed.

3 MARKS
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b) Explain why current power generation through power plants such as coal and gas are
currently the most effective in providing this stable energy source. With the
knowledge that they can be pre-programmed with the required energy to be
produced.

4 MARKS

As renewables become more widespread two sources are becoming more common;
solar and wind energy. Both are considered renewable sources as the energy
sources which they draw from are not exhaustive.
c) Below is a graph of the solar power available against the time of day, using the
above information about hourly energy consumption explain why batteries will be
necessary with solar panels.

5 MARKS
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QUESTION 3: NATURE’S PATTERNS

(24 MARKS)

Throughout nature patterns are one of the features that define much of the living world.
Below are a number of examples of patterns, identify what kind of pattern is prevalent (can
be more than one) from the list below and provide reasons as to why it occurs or how it
assists the organism.
Pattern examples:
• Symmetry - quality of being made up of exactly similar parts facing each other or
around an axis.
• Trees, fractals - When a parent branch / shape splits into two or more similar child
branches
• Spirals - winding in a continuous and gradually widening / tightening curve, either
around a central point or about an axis
• Chaos, flow, meanders - property of a complex system whose behaviour is so
unpredictable as to appear random, owing to great sensitivity to small changes in
conditions.
• Waves, dunes - disturbances that carry energy as they move
• Bubbles, foam - Structures that form a sphere with minimal area possible for the
volume enclosed.
• Tessellations - patterns formed by repeating tiles over a flat surface
• Spots, stripes - patterns that consist of either long narrow bands or a small round
mark differing in colour / texture from the surface around it.

3 MARKS EACH
Example

Explanation

Starfish shape
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Chameleon tail

Snake movement

Formation of a river

Honeycomb pattern produced by bees

Zebra’s stripes
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Cheetah’s spots

Pangolin scales
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QUESTION 4: A PATTERN OF EXPERIMENTS (21 MARKS)
Scientists are looking at developing a new landing pod for a spacecraft. They are trying to
determine a pattern in how different shapes slow down when dropped from different heights.
They plan to test drop 5 different shapes cut from cardboard with a weight centered in the
middle.
a) What is the independent variable of the experiment? (The variable that is to be
changed)

2 MARKS

b) What is the dependent variable of the experiment? (Variable to be measured)

2 MARKS

c) What are 4 controlled variables? (Variables to be kept the same)

4 MARKS
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d) Write a method for the experiment to be complete.

5 MARKS

e) What is the minimum number of tests that needs to be completed to verify a pattern
is not a mistake but is the intended result?

1 MARK
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f)

If all of the shapes are cut out of a square piece of cardboard what will be the biggest
factor in how slowly a test piece falls?

3 MARKS

g) Is this experiment valid in transferring knowledge from the test piece to a real space
pod?

4 MARKS

END OF PAPER
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QUESTION 1: PATTERNED CAMOUFLAGE

(17 MARKS)

Natural selection is often considered as the key to why organisms shift and change overtime.
Within all animal populations individuals possess varying traits, some of these traits allow
individuals to survive better than others, thus leading to those individuals being more likely to
survive. Hence as a result the more successful traits get passed to future individuals, and
the trait moves from a few individuals to many.
One of the most observable traits is an animal’s appearance and their camouflage or
patterns. A popular example is that of the peppered moth. The moth was most prominent in
England and was carefully observed over the industrial revolution. Before the industrial

revolution there were two types of moth
observed;

The light coloured moth before the industrial revolution was observed to be 99.99% more
frequent than the black moth. However, during the industrial revolution by the mid 1890's, in
highly industrial towns such as Manchester and Birmingham the prevalence of the black
moth was 98% whilst in non-industrial areas such as Dorset the original trend of the light
coloured moth remained the same.
In more
recent years as cities have
Black moth
become
cleaner the dark moth colour
has begun to significantly reduce as well.

Light coloured moth

The moth's main predators were birds who used sight to determine where the moths were
located.
a) Using the above information explain why the prevalence of the black moth increased
and subsequently decreased in these industrialised areas. (6 marks)
2 marks
Correctly identifies that there was an increase in soot or carbon
produced during the industrial revolution
2 marks

Links the fact that more soot would make these industrial areas darker
and hence provide better camouflage for the darker moths
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2 marks

Links better camouflage to greater chance of survival whilst the lighter
moths were more likely to be eaten.

This pattern of evolution is wide spread across the animal
kingdom. Explain why the following animals have evolved
given the conditions provided.
In Florida the native green lizards known as green anoles
typically occupied the lower branches and trunks of trees.
When the invasive brown lizards moved into their habitats the
green lizards had two distinct changes; the first was that their
toepads grew and their scales got stickier and then they moved further up the trees, where
branches were thinner and smoother.
b) Explain why the lizards would have had to move further up trees and then how the
two evolutionary changes would have allowed them to move further up the tree. (5
marks)
2 marks

Identifies that an invasive species would eat the green lizards food
source so they would have to look for other sources

2 marks

Smaller branches require greater grip as they are typically harder to
grab onto hence a greater surface area and stickier pads allow them to
move up the tree

1 mark

Links those two sections to them having a greater chance of survival.

A house mouse in Germany has been discovered to hold immunity to Warfarin which is a
type of poison typically used to fight infestations.
c) Why would this evolution be considered an advantage over other similar mice? (6
marks)
2 marks

Identifies that this would prevent them from being killed under normal
circumstances unlike other mice

2 marks

Then links this to being able to access further food sources during
infestations and hence be able to survive for longer.

2 marks

Ability to reproduce and pass on this trait to offspring
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QUESTION 2: A PATTERN OF USAGE

(12 MARKS)

Patterns are crucial throughout science to predict changes in environments and their impact
on other systems. One of the most common patterns that are used to ensure efficient output
of energy, are hourly energy consumption patterns. These are vital to ensuring that there is
limited wastage of generated energy and that enough energy is being generated as required
by consumers.
CSIRO conducted research into the average hourly energy consumption of electricity by
households which is shown below;

why
is

a) Explain
this pattern of
energy usage
observed. (3
marks)

2 marks

Identifies that in the morning and nights is when most people are using
home electricity otherwise during night hours and the day people are
typically outside the house.

1 mark

Comments on the variance as due to different weekdays and weather
patterns resulting in different energy consumption
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b) Explain why current power generation through power plants such as coal and gas are
currently the most effective in providing this stable energy source. With the
knowledge that they can be pre-programmed with the required energy to be
produced. (4 marks)
2 marks

Identifies that these power plants only require on inputted resources
and hence do not need external influences such as wind or solar to
operate. Thus, can respond to these energy demands at any time of
day.

2 marks

Are very efficient as the power production can be predetermined and
hence programmed to the plant.

As renewables become more widespread two sources are becoming more common; solar
and wind energy. Both are considered renewable sources as the energy sources which they
draw from are not exhaustive.
c) Below is a graph of the solar power available against the time of day, using the
above information about hourly energy consumption explain why batteries will be
necessary with solar panels. (5 marks)
2 marks

Notes that the power output of solar panels does not line up with the
energy consumption of households particularly at night. Also that the
peaks are in two different locations.

3 marks

Then comments that to reliably power houses this excess energy
needs to be stored somewhere and then transmitted to households
when it is needed. They are also not scalable unlike coal and gas
power plants so batteries allow this capability.
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QUESTION 3: NATURE’S PATTERNS

(24 MARKS)

Throughout nature patterns are one of the features that define much of the living world.
Below are a number of examples of patterns, identify what kind of pattern is prevalent (can
be more than one) from the list below and provide reasons as to why it occurs or how it
assists the organism.
Pattern examples:
• Symmetry - quality of being made up of exactly similar parts facing each other or
around an axis.
• Trees, fractals - When a parent branch / shape splits into two or more similar child
branches
• Spirals - winding in a continuous and gradually widening / tightening curve, either
around a central point or about an axis
• Chaos, flow, meanders - property of a complex system whose behaviour is so
unpredictable as to appear random, owing to great sensitivity to small changes in
conditions.
• Waves, dunes - disturbances that carry energy as they move
• Bubbles, foam - Structures that form a sphere with minimal area possible for the
volume enclosed.
• Tessellations - patterns formed by repeating tiles over a flat surface
• Spots, stripes - patterns that consist of either long narrow bands or a small round
mark differing in colour / texture from the surface around it.
For each of the boxes the following criteria should be followed:
1 mark

Identifies correct pattern used

2 marks

Provides valid reasons why it occurs

Example

Explanation
Symmetry pattern – prevalent to provide greater surface area for
the starfish to grip rocks and other coral surfaces.

Starfish shape
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Spiral – Used to provide the chameleon with greater grip to tree
branches and other surfaces.

Chameleon tail
Flow pattern – Ensures sleek body profile to better hunt prey
and allow for efficient movement

Snake movement
Chaos – forms due to water taking the path of least resistance
rather than the shortest path point to point. Can result from
different densities of surfaces.

Formation of a river
Symmetry / Tessellation – Forms as the honeycomb pattern is
the most efficient use of space for bees to store honey.

Honeycomb pattern produced by bees
Stripes – Two potential reasons; to assist in cooling and heating
of zebras during the day. Also potentially prevent biting flies from
attacking the Zebras.

Zebra’s stripes
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Spots – Used as a form of camouflage and distorts the
Cheetah’s shape when hunting prey. Also used when they are
younger.

Cheetah’s spots
Tessellations – Pangolin scales mainly used as a protection
against predators as they provide an almost impenetrable
surface.

Pangolin scales

QUESTION 4: A PATTERN OF EXPERIMENTS (21 MARKS)
Scientists are looking at developing a new landing pod for a spacecraft. They are trying to
determine a pattern in how different shapes slow down when dropped from different heights.
They plan to test drop 5 different shapes cut from cardboard with a weight centered in the
middle.
a) What is the independent variable of the experiment? (The variable that is to be
changed) (2 marks)
2 marks

Correctly identifies that the variable to be changed is the shape of the
cardboard to be dropped.

b) What is the dependent variable of the experiment? (Variable to be measured) (2
marks)
2 marks

Correctly identifies that the variable to be measured is the time taken
for the object to fall.

c) What are 4 controlled variables? (Variables to be kept the same) (4 marks)
1 mark

For each variable, examples include: The height from which they are
dropped, Angle which the shapes are at when dropped, type and mass
of the cardboard, the method of measuring the time taken, the
person/method of dropping the shape, other variables can be accepted.
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d) Write a method for the experiment to be complete. (5 marks)
2 marks

Presents a reasonable and acceptable method that has a logical order

1 mark

Specifies the height at which the objects are to be dropped from and
how the time is to be measured

2 marks

Method only tests the difference different shapes make to the time to
be dropped

e) What is the minimum number of tests that needs to be completed to verify a pattern
is not a mistake but is the intended result? (1 mark)

1 mark

f)

Correctly identifies that a minimum of 3 tests are required.

If all of the shapes are cut out of a square piece of cardboard what will be the biggest
factor in how slowly a test piece falls? (3 marks)

1 mark

Is able to determine that if the starting piece is the same then material
is only cut off from it.

2 marks

Links the above to the fact that surface area is the most important
factor -> the more surface area the slower the fall.

g) Is this experiment valid in transferring knowledge from the test piece to a real space
pod? (4 marks)
Both yes and no are valid justification is important
2 mark

Notes it is only a model and further analysis is required

2 marks

Says either that the experiment is effective in testing the aims hence it
is valid, or that whilst it is effective in achieving the aim the aim cannot
be related to real world practise.

END OF PAPER
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